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About project
“Towards stronger transnational labour enforcement cooperation on la-
bour migration” (STRONGLAB) project is funded by the International 
Visegrad Fund and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands. 

STRONGLAB’s activities analyse patterns of labour migration and rights 
violations of migrant workers in the V4 countries with a focus on Ukraine 
as a sending country. We aim to provide up-to-date information on la-
bour rights violations and intermediary practices and suggest possible 
remedies. Furthermore, the project aims to strengthen cooperation and 
experience sharing among labour inspections, NGOs and other actors 
providing assistance to migrant workers to strengthen protection and en-
forcement of labour rights.

The project consortium includes Multicultural Center Prague (Czech 
Republic), Fundacja „Nasz Wybór“ (Poland), Centrum pre výskum et-
nicity a kultúry (Slovakia), Anblokk Kultúra- és Társadalomtudományi 
Egyesület (Hungary) and Charitable Foundation „Zaporuka“ (Ukraine).
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Introduction1

In the Hungarian case study, we initially set out to explore the situation 
of labour rights enforcement and protection of posted workers or other 
indirectly employed workers from Ukraine in two main sectors – elec-
tronics and construction. However, as we found relatively few cases of 
workers posted to Hungary, we had to alter our inquiry according to the 
findings and concentrate predominantly on the closest proxy: temporary 
agency workers from Ukraine. 

More precisely, over the course of our research, our expert interviewees 
in particular confirmed that the posting of Ukrainian workers to Hunga-
ry is still very marginal. There are two main reasons why Hungary does 
not feature as a destination country for posted workers. One is that Hun-
gary, especially compared to Poland and Czechia, had been not perceived 
until recently as an emigration country.2 Second, Hungary is a low-wage 
country even among Visegrad countries and thus, at least when it comes 
to posting, still appears more like a sending country rather than a receiv-
ing one. According to our expert interviews, the posting of Hungarian 
workers is relatively recent itself; the necessary adjustments to the Hun-
garian labour law to meet the EU standards necessary for posting were 
made in 2016. Posting Ukrainians to Hungary is not common at all. As 
our interview at the Department for Employment Supervision revealed, 
most of the posted workers registered in the national register of posted 

1   We thank Márton Czirfusz and Dr Katalin Dudás for their advice and practical help in the 
realization of this study.
2   In the period before 2016, emigration to Hungary seems to have appeared from two ma-
jor, broadly defined geographical areas. One is the emigration of Hungarian speakers from 
neighbouring countries (including Ukraine), who could often obtain citizenship by proving 
their Hungarian ancestry. This process has been happening since the 1990s and has accelerated 
relatively recently, beginning in 2010, when citizenship became easier to grant. The other source 
of emigration appeared from more distant countries. Chinese, and to lesser extent, Vietnamese 
communities appeared in Hungary, especially in the metropolitan area of Budapest. However, 
the latter seem to have secured their existence via establishing their own businesses, and did not 
predominantly appear as employees.
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workers come to Hungary mostly from Western European countries, 
and in most cases each company lists one single posted worker employed 
as a specialist. Among Visegrad countries, only Poland featured more 
prominently in the internal dataset. Moreover, within manufacturing, 
posting typically occurred within a multinational enterprise, that is, be-
tween registered plants in different countries where the ownership is the 
same multinational.

Therefore, we have focused our inquiry on a trend that has been growing 
in recent years, i.e. on the mechanism of contracting Ukrainian workers 
through temporary agencies. In particular, we looked at the mechanisms 
of recruitment and selection, the roles of obligations and responsibility 
within the employment triangle (employee - temporary agency – user 
company), and challenges in the way of securing labour rights protec-
tion for the employees. In our interviews, we also paid special attention 
to typical problems employees from Ukraine had experienced. Another 
alteration had to be made in terms of the choice of sector: our field re-
search and expert interviews revealed that construction is still a sector 
highly dominated by informal employment relations, such as self-formed 
brigades striking informal agreements with job providers. As one of our 
respondents indicated, it is very difficult to get in the middle of such in-
formal arrangements as they are often made with mutual consent, both 
sides benefitting to some degree from the informality of the arrangement 
(anonymous lawyer). Via a worker informant from a small construc-
tion company we also knew of shady employment and contracting in 
that specific company along with the employment of two workers from 
Ukraine; they did not want to meet and discuss with us their contract-
ing, issues related to wage and working conditions, etc. The intermediary 
representatives interviewed on this matter also had no more concrete in-
formation on cases involving third country nationals. Structured as such, 
this sector is not the focus of our research since it does not feature as a 
sector where temp or posted workers are employed. Therefore, we mostly 
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zoomed into a situation where workers were hired through a TWA for 
electronics industry plants.

Methodology and respondents
The research for the project consisted of interviews with representatives 
of intermediaries, officials and experts as well as field research with the 
Ukrainian temporary agency workers employed in the electronics sector. 
We spoke to an intermediary company and a state sponsored recruitment 
platform for intermediary agencies searching for Ukrainian workers in 
different sectors, two trade unionists, lawyers, ministry workers and la-
bour inspectors.  

For the temporary agency workers’ perspective, eight people were in-
terviewed with two workers giving a follow-up interview a few months 
apart.3  We conducted the interviews in the medium sized Hungarian 
town of Jászberény, a regional hub for electronics and various subcontrac-
tors working for both electronics and automotive industries. Ukrainian 
workers arrived as temp workers at Electronic MNC 1 as early as August 
2016. Among our respondents, at least half were a part of the original co-
hort, which allowed us to get a longitudinal perspective on the changing 
dynamics at a work place and reception in Hungary in general. 

We also screened jobs advertised through the websites (e.g. EuRabo-
ta) where we conducted research in order to understand the practices 
around recruitment. Here, we searched for job options in Hungary. After 
picking seven intermediary companies of different scale, we made inqui-
ries about work conditions, contracts and salaries. Most advertisements, 

3   We also interviewed the same people for another project, “Temporary Agency Work as a Form 
and Channel of Labour Immigration”, where we were assessing their migration patterns, earlier 
job experiences and experiences with the temp work employment arrangement. The project was 
supported by Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Budapest Office and BME Foundations: Stiftung für 
Bevölkerung, Migration und Umwelt (BMU)
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however, advertise jobs for males only; we had 4 women in our respon-
dent group and had an impression that there were lots of women work-
ing at the plants. All interviews were conducted in the workers’ dormito-
ry, between January and September 2017 roughly 50 minutes to an hour 
and a half. 

Five interviews were recorded, while in three cases as well as in two fol-
low-ups respondents asked not to be recorded. On one unrecorded oc-
casion that was only transcribed with notes, eight workers congregated 
together, listening to one, more articulate speaker answering our ques-
tions. His answers stirred frequent comments and caused other work-
ers to chip in with similar stories or with their opinions, thus creating 
a vibrant space for sharing an experience. What was most obvious for 
us as researchers was the lack of such opportunities to make their expe-
riences and opinions public (as in openly spoken about) and a certain 
fear linked to sharing their knowledge. All interviews were consequently 
summarised in extensive notes in English.

IN FOCUS 1: Employment in construction

Construction is a sector where the work of labour inspectorates is typi-
cally more difficult, enforcement of standards is constantly challenged, 
and also where the most notorious cases of legally precarious, physically 
hazardous employment take place. As outlined in more detail in a dif-
ferent report,4 construction – at least its subsectors - is both a (semi or 
low-skilled) labour-intensive sector (with seasonal peaks in labour de-
mand), and it is also a highly labour-cost sensitive sector. There is a high 
sensitivity to environmental ‘shocks’ and a dependence on government 

4   Meszmann, T. Tibor «The rise of the dual labour market: fighting precarious employment in 
the new member states through industrial relations (PRECARIR) Country report: Hungary»  
CELSI Research Report No.12, 2016 https://celsi.sk/en/publications/research-reports/detail/12/
the-rise-of-the-dual-labour-market-fighting-precarious-employment-in-the-new-mem-
ber-states-through-industrial-relations-precarir-country-report-hungary/
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investment. Whereas the tier-chain of contractual parties in construc-
tion should not exceed 4, a Hungarian chain often reaches 10 units in 
practice. Savings and profitability, under the banner of ‘competitiveness’ 
in the sector ‘dictates’ or leads to subcontracting behaviour of large en-
terprises – typically the more labour intensive, low-skill based activities 
are outsourced in a “race to the bottom” fashion. The outcome is often 
alarming: bidding to win a ‘tender’ or a contract typically goes together 
with suppressing wages and more, such as safety and protection stan-
dards - guaranteeing safe working conditions also seems to be part of the 
cost-cutting race to the bottom at the lowest part of the chain. In terms of 
employment relations, in general, low job security and an ongoing ero-
sion in the quality of employment forms, which end in the large-scale use 
of shady employment forms or undeclared work, are quite characteris-
tic. (Note that the recent ‘tightness’ of the labour market seems to lead 
only to limited improvements, to a better position, remuneration of core, 
more skilled workers, and cementing the precarious position of those in 
the lower parts of the chain.) A phenomenon which goes hand in hand 
with low job security is a high dependency on the employer, resulting in a 
highly informal, trust based, self-protecting relationship. 

The sector is within the focus of inspectorates not only because of shady 
employment contracting and non-transparent subcontracting chains, 
but also because of its disrespect for health and safety regulations, as well 
as (an increasing number of) worker accidents and even deaths on the 
sites. The reports of inspectorates often find irregularities, a large share of 
which are undeclared or semi-irregularly registered-declared work.5 The 
last report of the health and safety inspectorate revealed that 80% of em-
ployers did not respect some regulations. Among these cases, a number of 
foreign workers were also affected. The report, based on targeted health 
and safety inspections in construction, found 84 foreign workers among 

5   Gergely Kiss «Komoly problémák a magyar munkahelyeken» Napi.hu  December 3 2015 
http://www.napi.hu/magyar_gazdasag/komoly_problemak_a_magyar_munkahelyeken.606768.
html
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the cca 11000 employees who were inspected. Out of the 84 foreign work-
ers, 35 were affected by some sort of irregularity.6 The number of foreign 
workers seemed to have increased since the spring of 2017. Since June 
2017, a Governemntal Decree made it possible for employers to employ 
Ukrainian workers in certain sectors without a work permit, seasonally, 
and for a period up to 90 days with only the minimal requirement of 
registering them.7 

Our interviewee revealed that significant work is usually needed to un-
cover an untransparent chain, especially if there is an accident at work 
and special arrangements are made by employers to mask or cover it 
up. In Hungary, there is a special law on work safety (Munkavédelmi 
törvény, Mv.) delineating the role of work and safety inspectors as well. 
In accordance with the law, protection standards must be fulfilled by the 
direct, physically nearest employer. The Law (Mv.) introduces a clause 
that in situations when the legal employer is not present, the employer is 
the one who is in direct charge of instructing workers. If this is also miss-
ing, if no one can be found to be directing the work, then the employer is 
declared the owner of the territorry where the work is being performed. 
This clause, reinforced also by a decision of the Constitutional Court 
in one such case, calls for the attention of employers concerning their 
responsibilities. In the last instance, they also need also to take care of 
who they allow to enter their territory.The main rule is that all workers 
are equally protected, safety standards should be met irespecive of legal 
status or citizenship, etc.  In other words, if inspectors find a worker in 
a dangerous, hazardous working environment, the inspectors take that 
worker away from the work – regardless of legal status, etc. Procedurally 

6   Összefoglaló jelentés az építőipari kivitelezési tevékenységek munkavédelmi célvizsgálatáról 
(2017. május 1. - 2017. június 30.)Nemzetgazdasági minisztérium, Munkavédelmi Főosztály, 
Budapest Available at: http://www.ommf.gov.hu/index.php?akt_menu=172&hir_reszlet=587
7   Domokos Erika, “Döntöttek: engedély nélkül jöhetnek a vendégmunkások Magyarországra”. 
Napi.hu July 12. 2017. http://www.napi.hu/magyar_gazdasag/dontottek_engedely_nelkul_johet-
nek_a_vendegmunkasok_magyarorszagra_frissitve_.643556.html
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then, inspetors search for a contact with the employer. The procedure is 
separate and independent from the legal employment relations proce-
dure (munkaügyi eljárás)8 

At construction sites, inspectors also experience cases when workers run 
away and leave everything behind at the sign of an inspector approach-
ing. In terms of foreign workers, most typically, workers from Romania 
(more precisely: Transylvania) are traditionally employed at work sites, 
but we have also heard of Ukrainian workers being employed. The sec-
toral employer organisation for construction voiced in late 2016 a need 
for Ukrainian workers within a posting scheme, however, it seems that 
up until now this has remained in an experimental phase, with relatively 
few cases.9

Third country nationals 
as temp workers
Sectoral environment (electronics), drivers, institutional 
mechanisms, and the role of intermediaries

While selecting Ukrainian temp workers in the electronics sector, we si-
multaneously made a choice to analyse a well-regulated sphere of em-
ployment. As we have found out in the course of our research, blue collar 
Ukrainian workers working in manufacturing (mostly in automotives 
and electronics) are typically contracted via temp agencies. 
One major reason to employ third country nationals, specifically Ukrai-
nians, stemmed from the tight Hungarian labour market. Several of our 
expert interviews indicated the lack of a “workforce” in Hungary. Em-
ployer federations and confederations were quite vocal in stressing the 

8   Interview with Dr Judit H Nagy, Deputy Head of the Department for Inspection of (occupa-
tional) Health and Safety, Ministry of National Economy, Budapest October 10 2017
9   email exchange with a representative of the National Federation of Hungarian Building Con-
tractors (EVOSZ)
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need to bring in guest workers from neighbouring non-EU countries. 
On the other hand, a local trade unionist respondent indicated the severe 
situation in a small town East of the capital. The youth were leaving the 
town, the good skilled craftsmen were “dying out” and anyone capable of 
work was being ‘skimmed’ by automotive MNCs in neighbouring towns, 
capable of providing higher wages. Thus, it was said, everyone who could 
leave would actually leave the town. As a result, many new hires to man-
ufacturing companies lacked the necessary skills or work ethic necessary 
to keep up with basic work requirements and discipline. 

Our respondents did not dwell into the issue of why people were leaving, 
nor did we ask that question specifically. It has already been indicated 
that wage levels in Hungary are comparatively low even among Visegrad 
countries, let alone Western EU countries (whose labour market opened 
a few years ago). Moreover, as many analysts indicated earlier (e.g. Laki, 
Nacsa & Neumann 201210), the legislative changes in 2012 promised 
higher employment, allowed greater flexibilization of working time with-
out wage compensation or supplementary benefits, while institutions of 
collective regulation deteriorated at the expense of an increase in uni-
lateral managerial regulation. Severance pay was minimised and made 
applicable only after 3 years of continuous employment. The introduced 
concept of an employer’s ‘loss in trust’ legitimised firings and hampered 
employee job security. 

It must also be stressed that work intensity at many client user companies 
in electronics is typically quite high for blue collars. Thus, a few words on 
working conditions and specificities in the Hungarian electronics sector 
is necessary too. In electronics, especially in large multinational com-
panies, production driven, sometimes extremely flexible working time 

10   Laki, Mihály & Nacsa Beáta & Neumann László «Az új Munka Törvénykönyvének hatása 
a munkavállalók és a munkáltatók közötti kapcsolatokra»  Közgazdaságtudományi Intézet, 
Közgazdaság- és Regionális Tudományi Kutatóközpont, Magyar Tudományos Akadémia - Buda-
pest, 2013  http://mek.oszk.hu/11400/11439/11439.pdf 
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arrangements are common. Wages are barely above subsistence level - 
typically around minimum wage for blue collar assembly line workers. In 
order to maximize incomes, i.e. receive employee premia, compensation 
for extra-work or shift work, performance bonuses, and other non-wage 
benefits, one needs to comply with flexibility requirements. Blue collar 
employees typically have highly limited chances of upward mobility in 
the company hierarchy. For third country nationals, as we have heard, 
an additional obstacle to moving up the ladder was also the lack of auto-
matic recognition for foreign crafts-diplomas (i.e. there is a nostrification 
requirement) despite being necessary e.g. for machine operators.
In this context, the lack of ‘domestic’ workers increased the role of the 
intermediaries in the Hungarian labour market. As our interviewees also 
remarked, it is not the employees but the employers that now seek out the 
intermediaries. The sector that typically takes over this intermediary role 
is the stuffing industry, or the temp agency sector. 

Temp work is a flexible, ‘triangular’ employment form, which allows 
greater adaptability to market fluctuations and is characteristic of elec-
tronics. The Hungarian LC of 2012 allowed greater flexibility for temp 
agencies and user companies to agree on the division of employer rights 
and responsibilities. Legally, the parties enter a Civil Code based con-
tract, with reference to only a few clauses of the LC. The main char-
acteristic of temp agency work is a lower level of employee protection 
when ending the employment contract, with the additional issue that 
the working time of employees may be set either by the agency or the 
user company upon agreement of the two parties.  As our interviews 
with experts and intermediaries revealed, since employment contracts 
of third country nationals are dependent on work permits, employment 
contracts therefore could not be permanent, only fixed term. The usual 
duration of contracts was a probation period of three months, followed 
by a one or 2-year maximum fixed-term employment contract with the 
employer - a temp agency. A longer contract was not really possible since 
the work permit of a third country national could not exceed three years.
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The work of TWAs became both more regulated, and costlier after 2012, 
with a final decisive change occurring in December 2016. The 2012 LC 
of Hungary transposed Directive 2008/104/EC11 on Equal Treatment of 
Temporary Agency Workers, and since December 2016 no longer per-
mitted wages to be different between employed temp workers and core 
workers. Two of our respondents reflected on the stricter regulatory en-
vironment in which temporary employment agencies operate. Before 
2016, many TWAs in Hungary could engage more easily in shady opera-
tions, especially related to tax benefits. Now, as our informants estimated, 
professionalism is strengthening and those on the edge of the rules are 
going extinct. Nevertheless, according to a TWA regional representative, 
among TWAs there was also variation among ‘good’ and ‘bad’ employers. 
Namely, there were TWA-employers in the sector which fully respected 
regulations, including the employment of third country nationals, and 
those with more problematic practices.

In order to cope with labour shortages, in January 2017 the Hungarian 
state also contracted a new kind of intermediary in charge of recruitment 
and more. That is, the National Employment Fund - under the National 
Ministry of Economy - financed a special programme to attract, recruit, 
and select workers in Ukraine, especially for sectors and professions 
where the lack of workers was the most acute. The largest winner of the 
project tender was the company Horizon 2020 Nonprofit Kft (H2020). 
The initial recruitment part of the project was a broad media campaign 
targeting workers in several Ukrainian towns.12 

The primary role of H2020 was to increase the labour pool by attracting 
and recruiting potential workers in Ukraine, especially workers with spe-

11   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/AUTO/?uri=celex:32008L0104
12   Médiakampányt indítunk Ukrajnában, hogy jöjjenek ide dolgozni, HVG, 2017. január. 26.   
http://hvg.hu/kkv/20170126_Mediakampanyt_inditunk_Ukrajnaban_hogy_jojjenek_ide_dolgo-
zni,
Pintér Balázs: Ukránokkal pótolnák a hiányzó dolgozókat Tisza News January 31 2017
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cific skills. To do so, H2020 also had a partner organisation in Ukraine. 
The contracted partner organisation was doing a summary of the recruit-
ed people, and H2020 forwarded the info to temp agencies, which were 
then in charge of running the selection process with tests, etc. Apart from 
helping fulfil the administrative requirements so that Ukrainian workers 
were granted work permits in Hungary, H2020 had been organising and 
assisting in the first trip of Ukrainian workers to Hungary, had helped 
with language lessons, and also provided help with initial accommoda-
tion. The role of H2020 typically ended when the employment contract 
had been signed between a worker and a TWA. From there, the temp 
agency provided all services – including travel, accommodation, admin-
istration, while H2020 only sporadically monitored further develop-
ments.

But H2020’s role was not only to recruit, but also to inform and encourage 
Hungarian employers, including TWAs, to hire Ukrainian workers, and 
thus ensure that the market functions. H2020 typically targeted TWAs 
that needed roughly 50-100 workers from Ukraine. Its services included 
regional information sessions, fora in several counties, providing both 
encouragement and help in administrative know-how as well as commu-
nication requirements and obligations.13

Our correspondent from H2020 insisted that its role is temporal only, to 
construct a bridge, to establish know-how for intermediaries. Moreover, 
our interviewee also insisted that H2020 does not want to set “the” stan-
dard, only one method, as a model for intermediaries. 

Larger TWAs as intermediaries typically worked on their own to con-
vince user companies to employ Ukrainian temp workers and commu-

13   Interview with Márton Muhari, Horizon2020 Nonprofit Kft. representative, September 
26 2017, Budapest. For campaigns see  e.g. http://www.hkik.hu/hu/heves-megyei-kereskedel-
mi-es-iparkamara/cikkek/azonnali-megoldas-az-import-ukran-munkaero-96558, https://allev-
ents.in/tatab%C3%A1nya/wih-ukr%C3%A1n-magyar-munkaer%C5%91-piaci-hr-road-show-
%7C-tatab%C3%A1nya/191693921316612
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nicate requirements as well. There are temp agencies, which consciously 
try to build a good reputation through good practices. Typically, such a 
temp agency has a service contract with a local Ukrainian headhunting 
agency. After selecting prospective candidates, the TWA arranges testing 
events with participation of user company representatives. Tests are quite 
thorough – including manual skills, an oral interview, logical tests, and 
intelligence tests. The aim is to avoid additional administrative burdens 
and reduce the costs of candidates who enter the job. Those who pass the 
test are fit to start the contracting procedure with. On the other hand, the 
temp agency and its Ukrainian partner also provide thorough informa-
tion for potential employees on what to expect in Hungary. Administra-
tively, contracting is more complicated, since it requires securing a resi-
dence permit as well as collaboration with the offices for social security, 
the tax authority, and the immigration office. It also requires providing 
services like accommodation, including a person who takes care of em-
ployees’ everyday problems outside work – how employees feel, whether 
they have problems, etc.
 
In terms of administrative requirements related to the granting of work 
permits for Ukrainians, our respondents  confirmed that by now the pro-
cedure is not difficult. It has become quite simplified due to good con-
tacts with offices, mutual knowledge about the requirements, and has 
become a good functioning system.

In order to provide a better understanding, the following graph sum-
marises the significant role intermediaries play in attracting workers to 
user companies in automotive and electronics.
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Ukrainian temp workers: dependency and 
the limited possibility of protecting rights

Not only is recruitment and selection of third country nationals costlier 
and more complicated [see later the role of intermediaries in recruitment 
and selection], but in order to come and stay in Hungary Ukrainian em-
ployees require more services than locals do. Expenses are higher for both 
the temp agency, and cumulatively, the user company. Ukrainian workers 
usually receive ‘free accommodation’, their direct employer takes care of 
additional - considerable - paperwork and, at times pays for translation, 
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securing social security cards, tax cards, etc, while, should the user com-
pany respect the rules and regulations, it makes sure that all safety and 
educational services are provided at the work site in Ukrainian. 

Thus, from the perspective of a regulation-following TWA, the market 
for Ukrainian temp workers is limited to specialised TWAs prepared to 
“invest”, and bigger user companies prepared to pay a larger sum. And 
still, the potential seems worthy of investment. In return, user companies 
are offered a good, ‘committed’ ‘labour force’, with a higher education 
level than is required for the job and a very low turnover with different 
motivations than local workers. For example, supporting indirectly this 
claim, a respondent from a regional TWA said that while turnover among 
those with Hungarian passports is quite high, Ukrainian workers come 
to work and stay. Our interviewee from H2020 also praised Ukrainian 
workers as committed, diligent, adaptable, capable of solving problems 
and meeting expectations.14

In the assessment of the same TWA representative, if a user company is 
a good employer, the case can actually result in a win-win-win situation. 
Not only are employers satisfied with committed employees who remain 
with the company, but workers also see their expectations fulfilled. The 
goal of workers from Ukraine was assessed as earning as much as possi-
ble in as short a period as possible, so the usual complaint is concerning 
a lack of working hours rather than the other way around. 

What seems to fall out of this picture is the fact that it is also a ‘work-
force’ that is, through law and employment relations, made very loyal 
and dependent on the employer. On the one hand, a fixed-term contract 
and work permit, whose validity is dependent on the temp-employer, 
means high dependency, while on the other hand, user company work 

14   For another example of employing Ukrainian nationals in a good way, see another temp 
agency ad and advice http://www.hsakft.hu/blog/a-8-legfontosabb-kerdes-az-ukran-munkaval-
lalok-alkalmazasaval-kapcsolatban
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requirements or a respect of obligations cannot easily be challenged by 
an ‘indirect’ worker. We are still on the terrain of clearly delineated rights 
and responsibilities between the two employers, which are also respect-
ing rules and obligations. 

Things get more problematic if there are territories which are not clearly 
defined or communicated to workers. Temporary agency workers (TAW) 
have in effect two employers, and only in some aspects is the separation 
of rights and responsibilities regulated by law. As in other cases, in cer-
tain segments such as setting working time, can either the TWA or the 
user company exercise those employer rights. Both a TWA and a user 
company are legally bound disseminate information to the employee un-
der the right to information, however, there is a separation of responsi-
bilities for providing different bits of information. Some are defined by 
law (like safety information provided by the user company and securing 
permits and social security being the domain of the TWAs), while others 
can be defined by the contracting parties. At the same time that secur-
ing general safety and working conditions was the obligation of the us-
er-company-indirect employer, in terms of legal issues, contracting and 
payment of social contributions, TWAs can only be checked from the 
point of view of the legality of its licence and its regional mandate. Due to 
the triangular employment relationship, there was very little clarity as to 
the ways in which enforcement of the standards proposed in the contract 
would happen in case of a violation. If working time schedules changed, 
and it was not in accordance with the original agreement – to whom was 
the worker to issue a compliant: the TWA or the user company?

On the ground, user companies seem to use information barriers quite 
often in their favour. A trade union rep of Electronic MNC 2 spoke about 
a scheme implemented on another labour site: a net-working time frame, 
where lunch breaks during the week are seen as time loss, and workers 
are to work on Saturdays as well to compensate for the time “loss”. This 
is coupled with a high daily norm of production: if the per piece rate is 
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considered, the wage is proportionately lower. This scheme, as it came 
up in our research among the Electronic MNC 1 workers, caused a great 
sense of confusion and misunderstanding among the workers, to whom 
the user company or the TWA failed to communicate the precise mech-
anisms of calculating the salary.  

And the situation gets alarming if we include in the picture the less good 
employers or less law-abiding practices of either the user company, TWA, 
or both. And we did hear of those. It was the assessment of a regional re-
cruitment leader in East Hungary that not all TWAs respect the rules, 
and not all do it equally, thus emphasising the role of individual compa-
ny strategies and choices. While the TWA sector has seen a significant 
concentration in recent years, along with disappearance of many ‘shady’ 
TWAs, there are still those which do not fully respect the rules. Even 
among those who do, the work culture and management at a user com-
pany can vary and do not always follow “good practices”, thus making 
a major difference in the experience of employment for workers - even 
within one contracting TWA.

In the case of Ukrainian temp workers, the foreign language and fear of 
losing their work-based residence permit made a big difference. In ad-
dition, there are also several “lose ends” about which there is not much 
clarity concerning regulations either: e.g., pension contributions do 
not have a clear scheme of implementation and depends on the bilat-
eral agreements in place at the time; the issue of dual social benefits (i.e 
legal requirement to stop receiving social benefits in Ukraine, while in 
Hungary) is rarely implemented due to a mismatch in the two countries’ 
social benefits, such as the social benefit for minors or children with dis-
abilities. According to Hungarian legislation, those who provide care for 
children are eligible for child benefits, which in the case of migrants is 
often not the case, as they leave children in Ukraine. If they are requested, 
as suggested by one intermediary in our research, to stop all benefits in 
Ukraine (as they pay tax in Hungary only at the time of employment), 
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they would need to stop child support benefits or an accommodation 
subsidy, thus falling in between the two states’ social support networks. 
All these remain nominally stated, but in practice unsolvable in the case 
of temporary employment of Ukrainian workers.

A trade unionist in our research highlighted a huge power imbalance 
between employer and employee, which even increased with cultural 
factors. The former spoke of a large fear among employees of being de-
ported and considerable dependency on the employer, in which a can-
didate does not really question or bargain for the conditions at work: 
“third country citizens are often willing to sign [a contract]. There is also 
a cultural factor, however: signing a contract is here a sign of trust – if an 
employer gives a paper, it’s not really an option to think about it, but to 
sign immediately. If not signing, the message is ‘I don’t trust you’” (anon-
ymous lawyer). With such a level of dependency, the language barrier 
becomes yet another problem, hampering even further the chance for 
reporting a complaint.

It seems unrealistic to expect user recruiters for user companies to take a 
stance with regard to protecting labour rights or preventing employment 
contract violations, let alone ease worker dependency. Our intermediar-
ies saw their main role in respect to the obligation to inform employees 
and hardly anything beyond, i.e. honestly inform employee candidates 
of the work conditions and then, at most, see that the promises are met 
by the user companies. TWA thus had to invest in what they referred to 
as “communication costs”, the costliest and most effort consuming part 
of hiring third country nationals. Ideally, this required a mediator when-
ever a group of 10-15 workers was arriving, who would be present at a 
work place every day during lunch breaks and at the worksite and dormi-
tory otherwise, available for informational sessions. However, all of these 
measures aim at meeting the right to information, rather than improv-
ing the conditions, as the workers had hoped. Nevertheless, even this 
minimum amount of informing seems crucial for the smooth operation 
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of a work place; Ukrainian workers must depend on these intermediary 
interpretations, as other sources of information for Ukrainian workers 
are often out of reach. Official governmental and other websites with rel-
evant information on taxation and social security contributions are in 
principle available, but typically only in Hungarian. For example, one can 
check electronically, via the NEAK- site, whether his or her social securi-
ty card is valid or not (whether the green or red button shines). However, 
full information is available only in Hungarian and sporadically in En-
glish, but typically no information is available in Russian or Ukrainian. 

The possibilities for protection coming from Hungarian state agencies, 
especially inspectorates, are also limited. To start with, Hungarian in-
spectorates have limited capacities. For example, the ratio of annually 
inspected employers in occupational safety and health is only about 2%. 
More concrete and sometimes acute capacity problems stem from lan-
guage barriers: as inspectors typically do not speak foreign languages, 
they need interpreters. The labour inspectorate can ask for interpreters 
from the immigration office (BMH). At least with poorer counties, there 
are no interpreter available within the 8-day deadline after official re-
porting (bejelentés). If there are no interpreters available through BÁH, 
a worker at the workplace can also undertake interpretation. But there 
may also be cases in which inspectorates cannot do a thorough inspec-
tion because they cannot find an interpreter. Most cases going to the 
court for a second-level-decision involve issues with the interpretation: 
the first-level ruling by the department is called into question because of 
problems with the interpretation.15 On the other hand, as we have heard, 
inspectorates in Hungary devote more energy to prevention than sanc-
tions. Thus, a state supported Tamop 2.4.8. project was launched to in-

15   Interview with György Dobókői, Head of Main Department for Technical Authorization, Ti-
bor Galla : Head of Department for Labour Protection and Labour Issues, Zoltán Vandlik-Kato-
la, specialist in general labour inspection, Department for Labour Protection and Labour Issues. 
Békéscsaba, 27 October 2017.
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crease awareness of social rights, good employment, etc., with the budget 
of 3 billion forints.16 However, such website-based information typically 
does not reach the most vulnerable groups of people with lower educa-
tion and-or a lack of legal understanding, with no habits of using the net, 
etc. Moreover, foreigners, non-Hungarian workers such as those from 
Ukraine, have language barriers to understanding this information or 
learning about the possibilities of legal help.

Ukrainian temporary agency workers 
in Hungary (Electronic MNC 1)
The following section will be based on our interviews with Electron-
ic MNC 1 workers and will go into detail concerning work and living 
conditions, rights violations and resolutions of the conflicts at the work 
place. In regards to work and living conditions, we found it difficult to 
estimate the fulfilment of expectations, in a situation in which some of 
our respondents reported that they did not read the contract or found it 
impossible to ask for details of their working conditions.

Recruitment and contracts

Employment of potential Ukrainian employees as third country nation-
als is possible only through a rather lengthy administrative procedure. 
Moreover, since recruitment selection is not possible in a more straight-
forward way to direct employers, the role of intermediaries increases 
even more.

16   The campaign provided PR activities, media presence, also the jogpontok free legal consulta-
tive help is provided within the project.There is also a website summarizing the activities of the 
campaign at tamop248.hu, and also a community site on facebook : https://www.facebook.com/
jomunkahely). Interview with dr Krisztián József Járai, Division Head, Division for Information 
on Employment Supervision, Main  Division for  Employment Supervision, Ministry of National 
Economy, September 27, 2017 Budapest.
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Most of the respondents remarked that their employment at TWA1 was 
“accidental”; several followed the lead of an acquaintance, two respon-
dents (U-1 and U-5) mentioned that they had acquaintances working 
in a recruitment company who told them about the position. By that, 
the respondents meant an acquaintance who worked for Ukrainian com-
panies (or individuals), recruiting for multiple companies abroad (in-
cluding but not limited to TWAs), and who advertised TWA1 contracts. 
None of the respondents were able to reflect on the connection between 
the local Ukrainian intermediary and TWA1. One of the respondents 
mentioned he was invited to a presentation by TWA1, which was held in 
a café rented for that purpose (U-3), while another said she signed the 
contract at a local intermediary in her village (U-7). 

On the receiving side (i.e. Electronic MNC 1 and TWA1), there seems 
to be a difference of treatment changing with the waves of recruitment. 
Namely, the first group in August 2016 seemed to have received training 
and presentations, while the later groups did not. According to one of 
our respondents: “The first cohort that arrived had all that – they showed 
us presentations, films about each line, each operation, the whole pro-
duction flow from beginning to the end, etc. The ones who arrived after 
us were just put directly onto the lines. We also had to take tests, but in 
Hungarian, so we did it all together. Those who spoke Hungarian helped 
everyone and that was that” (U-2).

Several of our respondents indicated a high level of carelessness when 
signing the contract with TWA1. One respondent recalls: “I didn’t know 
I would be working officially, that I would have a contract, that I didn’t 
have to pay for anything. I didn’t pay anything for any paper work. My 
friend told me the salary. I went to an intermediary at home, they told 
me the conditions, the salary. I decided to just go and see. It is better than 
borrowing money for day-to-day living” (U-7). In another instance, a 
respondent, who was 18-years-old at the time he was interviewed, said 
that he signed the contract in Hungarian without understanding a word 
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of it: “I signed it without reading or knowing what was in it. I am young. 
I was in a hurry. Let’s say I trusted them. Later on, they brought us a 
translation in Ukrainian, already here at the plant, when we were already 
working. That happened in a month or two. We then signed then new 
contracts in Ukrainian” (U-3). In both cases, the eagerness to take the 
job, together with a startling neglect as to the conditions, payment and 
guaranty of both, come from a comparison to the situation the respon-
dents were escaping. This also resonated with other responses as to why 
they took their jobs and links to the further questions on how satisfied 
they are with their job and how they see this employment in their overall 
professional trajectories.

Wages, paid leave and accommodation

Mostly following a quite uninformed entry into employment, many re-
spondents continued to stay ill-informed about the details of their pay-
ments and rights. It was an overall consent that on the paper there should 
be no differences in the payment and work conditions of Hungarians 
(both core workers and temporary agency workers) and Ukrainians; i.e. 
same wages, timely information about the changes to working shifts, shift 
premia, vacations, paid sick leave, and social contribution towards a pen-
sion fund. Two tendencies dominated the responses of our interviewees: 
on one hand there was an overall gratefulness for the conditions and the 
pay provided by Electronic MNC 1, and on the other, a very clear lack of 
understanding of the practical execution of their contracts.

Thus, in relation to the former, our respondents admitted that besides 
being paid a minimum wage like the Hungarian workers, they had ac-
commodation and a free monthly trip home provided by the company. 
Another positive factor was that the company took responsibility for or-
ganising all the paperwork related to stay permits, residence and social 
contributions. A big role in satisfaction level seemed to play so-called 
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“fringe entitlements” or bonuses: our respondents reported team build-
ing events, trips, and TV sets as a part of the rewards from Electronic 
MNC 1.

In relation to being unclear about their rights, only two respondents 
seemed able to read their payslip, one being an official translator and me-
diator at TWA1. Language was a common problem, and even when the 
workers shared information and asked each other for help there seemed 
to be no clarity as to how the salary was paid in relation to the work done. 
Thus, one of the respondents (U-1) reported that while Hungarians ex-
perienced a planned national increase of the minimum wage, Ukrainians 
were not paid this raise immediately. Another articulated resentment re-
lated to payment was that Electronic MNC 1 did not pay overtime wages 
and Saturday shifts for over half a year. According to our respondents 
that also kept people from leaving their jobs. We lack further informa-
tion to understand if there were some payment violations in this case. 
What is crucial for our research here is that the employees’ right to in-
formation was not respected and there seems to have been significant 
ongoing confusion on the part of the workers about the basics –their 
wages and salary.

IN FOCUS 2: Wages, salaries and fines at Electronic MNC 1 (U-3)

Our respondents arrived in Hungary during two increases of the national 
minimal wage, which contributed to their general sense of improvement. 
In February 2017, the minimum wage went up from 124 000 in 2016 
to 137 000, and in May the company raised it to 150 000 HUF. There is 
a bonus for attendance (18000 HUF per month) and productivity (25-
27.000 HUF per month), which can be taken away in case of sick leave 
(attendance bonus) or absenteeism. All salaries are subject to fines; 10 
000 HUF is a standard fee for any misdemeanour from the point of view 
of the manager, e.g. being slow, late or talking too much at the conveyer 
belt. No one communicates this information in person, a worker can only 
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learn about it from their salary or read it from a screen after swiping 
their badge at the entrance. One of our respondents (U-3) was fined for 
two daysin a row for slowing down the line with a new type of product; 
however, no one came to him to help him out or ask him to perform the 
work better, he simply learned about the fine and its reason at the end of 
the month.

In addition, our respondents did not seem to have a clear idea about the 
payment for the extra hours: “In the fall, Electronic MNC 1 didn’t pay us 
for 12 hours and Saturdays, and said they would pay it in February 2017. 
Then they said that it is part of the salary, as we worked less in February. 
Then, they said that they had paid it back, but I am not sure they did. 
I would need to check the documents. Probably, the documents would 
show how they paid it. But the salary never changed. So it seems that 
they actually never paid. But I am not sure, I did not look into it. […] for 
me, the most important thing is just that I have a job at this time” (U-3). 

There is no one to turn to when inquiring about a payslip. The workers 
indicated that they rely on gossip and internal communication to read 
the slips, however, this does not seem to bring actual clarity but rath-
er speculation. As one of our expert interviewees explained, Electronic 
MNC 1 uses so-called net-work time calculations, in which the hours of 
lunch and breaks are not counted as work time but instead add up to 
working Saturdays or 12-hour shifts. This way, the worker has to “work 
for” their lunch breaks on Saturday, receiving minimum wage even if 
they work longer shifts and Saturday.

All in all, some of our interviewees echoed an expert opinion on the 
“temp workers approach” by requesting more work in a shorter period 
of time and complaining about not working more. The context, however, 
is made different from a simple “migrant worker’s logic”. The argument 
of too little work was particularly articulated when 8-hour work shifts, 
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five days per week changed to 12-hour shifts, three days per week. This 
created not only the challenging long work days but also long breaks of 
2-3 days marked by boredom in a substandard dorm accommodation 
conditions, with several strangers sharing a room and little employment 
outside of the dorm. While these working hours might be uncomfort-
able for local workers, for migrants these schedules represent a particular 
challenge as they increase the sense of missing home and of wasted time 
in migration.

IN FOCUS 3: Accommodation

The main attitude: “they didn’t lie to us” seemed to dominate the respon-
dents’ views, except for some openly critical voices (U-4). Accommoda-
tion was acknowledged to be good on average, even though cooking was 
prohibited, the whole of a dorm had only three gas hubs and two washing 
machines. One kitchen was equipped with a fridge and no common room 
existed. The internet connection was generally weak, making people con-
gregate after their shifts with laptops on the staircases, trying to have 
skype conversations, etc. The rooms were made for four or nine people, 
but there was always one person less residing inside. 

However, housing arrangements proved to be unstable. Those working 
for the user company Electronic MNC 1 received a note that they would 
be moved from the dorm they had occupied for the last year to several 
smaller and more remote complexes. While that made lots of workers 
uneasy (as some of them felt settled, and some had even built some rela-
tionships in Jaszebereny), our respondent interpreted the situation in the 
following way:  

“All Electronic MNC 1 workers were being moved to smaller hostels and 
dorms outside of Jaszbereny, to give space to more privileged Electronic 
MNC 2 workers. They constantly try to divide us workers, like that. They 
told us ‘because you complain so much, you are being moved.’ This makes 
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everyone very tense. People are afraid, waiting” (U-4).

The lack of information seemed to be a constantly re-emerging theme in 
our respondents’ answers; while there seemed to have been information 
provided, it was done in a more formal way, rather than in a way prac-
tical for the workers. What is significant is the fragmented information 
was used by the employer to intimidate the workers and increase their 
dependency. A prominent example is the confusion about the terms of 
the residence card, often referred to as a “visa”. Thus, several workers told 
us that TWA1 warned them that losing their job will result in immediate 
cancelation of the residence permit, which is just a part of the regulation 
stating that the employer is legally obliged to report a breach of contract 
within 3-5 days. This however, does not automatically result in permit 
invalidation, but leaves it further decision to the authorities. The fear of 
a “cancelled visa” seemed to be one of the most prominent fears among 
our respondents.

Other problems connected directly to failed communication included 
the use of doctors, what is considered to be overtime (shifts of 12 hours 
and Saturdays, but not when “finishing up the work” after the shift is 
officially over), and regulations about the possibility of working with ma-
chinery other than the assembly line. Thus, in one instance, a worker 
reported a case in which a Ukrainian’s request to drive a car was rejected, 
with an explanation that “no Ukrainian will work outside of an assembly 
line” (U4), an explanation our respondent felt was a gross discrimination 
against Ukrainians as foreigners. As we clarified, Hungarian regulations 
do not recognise the crafts-diploma (nostrification requirement) neces-
sary for machine operators. However, it is not how the information was 
communicated to the workers and as such, could in fact serve the pur-
pose of belittling. 

Finally, it is important here to connect to the role of the user company 
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and the TWA in the experience of workers. The dormitory, where we 
conducted our interviews, accommodated Ukrainian employees of the 
TWA1 temporary agency who worked for two different user companies, 
Electronic MNC 1 and Electronic MNC 2. While we interviewed only 
one worker from Electronic MNC 2, who was employed as a translator, 
in general, even among the Electronic MNC 1 workers, there was a per-
ception that Electronic MNC 2 workers were more privileged. The fact 
that they had a translator, hired to “resolve” their daily issues and inqui-
ries, was one of the few privileges. Hourly pay at Electronic MNC 2 and 
the possibility for overtime payment was another one. This created quite 
a wide gap between the workers within the same employer company and 
links back to the discussion of difference between the practices within 
one TWA but different user companies.

Problem solving

The main finding in this area is the that many respondents in fact chose 
a strategy of accepting whatever was given to them, pacifying themselves 
with the active thought that it is still better than what they would have got 
back in Ukraine. Another part of the strategy was not trying to under-
stand in detail the payslips and contract obligations, and, when suspect-
ing violations, dismissing it as a mistake or a problem that will somehow 
be solved. 
Overall, there seemed to be a low level of problem solving by TWA1. Ex-
cept for one respondent who felt that TWA1 mad his life easier by taking 
on the intermediary burden (U-3, 18 y.o.), others expressed the opinion 
that TWA1 works as a bureaucratic buffer between the workers and Elec-
tronic MNC 1, rather than a problem solver (see Question 1.b in this 
document): “TWA1 is there, listening to all claims and complaints but 
never doing anything. No translator is hired at Electronic MNC 1, but 
even the one at Electronic MNC 2 – he can never have anything done. 
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He receives complaints, passes them on, but it’s not in his power to do 
anything” (U-4).

Another respondent said that she solves all her problems by taking them 
directly to the plant management. However, she refers her success to her 
personal communication skills and ability to get along: “It is easy for 
me to make contacts with Hungarians - I can start a conversation with 
anyone. Many people cannot cooperate with our manager. She is quite 
particular, but she is the best worker in the plant. I really like her, but 
many find it hard to work with her. She is 42 and also has 5 kids. I first 
approached her, started speaking, even though I couldn’t speak well [in 
Hungarian], so she helps me to do things right. […] We were leaving 
for Ukraine on the 7th (all Ukrainian workers) and the salary is only on 
the 10th. I approached TWA1. They said they couldn’t help because they 
receive money from Electronic MNC 1 and cannot transfer it earlier. I 
went to Electronic MNC 1 HQ and talked to some boss. I talked Hun-
garian to him. He took me to [a colleague], who speaks Russian and the 
next day the problem was solved – everyone received their salary earlier, 
before leaving […]. I have not yet encountered something that cannot be 
solved” (U-7).

IN FOCUS 4:  Strike threat

One of the respondents related a story of an organised protest at Elec-
tronic MNC 1, which took place in the second month after their arrival. 
I include the account in full and refer to the respondent with a changed 
name (Victor)

When the first Ukrainian workers arrived at Electronic MNC 1, they were 
not given their visas/ permits for almost 2 months. Victor says, in this 
way the company saved a monthly trip home for the workers and guar-
anteed a continuing work process. Also, while the visas are supposed to 
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be free, in fact they were taken off the first salary payment (18.000 HUF). 
According to Victor, there were initially 60 people who came first, and he 
suggested they have a strike action where they wouldn’t restart work on 
the assembly line after lunch until they got the documents. They commu-
nicated their demand in the morning, the agency tried to convince them, 
promising visas the next day, etc. The workers refused to comply. Within 
an hour the documents were brought to the office and the manger was 
“running around” the production floor handing the documents to the 
workers. The date on the documents indicate that the visas were issued 
a month before. Victor says that since that time every effort is done to 
divide the workers, pitch them against each other. In his estimation, only 
10 % of the original workers from August 2016 remained at the plant.

There was a strong sense among the workers that they were left to solve 
their problems one-on-one, relying on personal energy and connections. 
Some had the feeling that the Ukrainian labour force was injected into 
a complex personalised system of networks, already existing in a small 
town. 

In relation to the labour inspections, none of the workers knew what the 
roles of the inspectors might be, and one worker said that in his mem-
ories of his stay at Electronic MNC 1, not a single check of the working 
conditions was ever conducted (U-4).

Conclusions
Employment of third country nationals through TWAs is happening 
at the intersection of the immigration and employment regimes. This 
means that both the state - with its power to regulate the conditions of 
legal stay, and employer - with a need for seasonal, flexible hiring and fir-
ing arrangements – determine the employment relations and conditions 
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of workers. Ukrainian temp workers, as third country nationals, cannot 
be hired on permanent contracts, while Hungarian legislation reinforc-
es a high degree of dependency of the worker on the employer, which 
is further reinforced by several conditions. The triangular employment 
relationship of temp workers similarly increases the confusion and de-
pendency. An employer, a temp agency, has a legal obligation to report 
whether a contract was terminated within 3-5 days, after which the work 
permit and residence permit loses its validity. In practice however, it is 
typically the user company which decides the termination of employ-
ment. This creates fear among the worker of losing their permit together 
with employment, a fact which is both utilised by the TWAs and user 
companies and is used to intimidate the workers into dependency at the 
work place. 

Ukrainian temp workers arrive in Hungary with the help of at least a few 
intermediaries – an odyssey we could not portray to its full extent. There 
are typically three, but sometimes even more intermediaries between the 
temp worker and the user company, the place where he or she actually 
works. Such a web of intermediaries, along with administrative and oth-
er requirements (services) comprise the necessary infrastructure for the 
‘import’ of Ukrainian ‘labour’. We have argued in this paper that while 
this infrastructure in effect means extra costs for user companies as cus-
tomers of commodified labour, the main ‘sellers’ - temp agencies - claim 
the superiority of this commodity compared to many others (no or min-
imal turnover, committed extremely flexible workers). From the work-
ers’ perspective, the acute problems that arise are a lack of information, 
practical obstacles to exercise individual and collective rights, which, as 
was discussed before, yet again reinforces their extreme dependency on 
employers.

The triangular employment relationship of worker – employer (TWA) - 
user company, in the case of the third country nationals, gives the TWA 
more administrative responsibilities, like organising work permits, open-
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ing social security accounts, tax and pension numbers, in addition to 
recruitment, translation and arranging accommodation. The role of the 
user company is to fulfil labour security and health protection standards 
at work and during the work flow. In practice this means that in case of 
formal problems or concerns, workers are supposed to turn to their for-
mal employer – the TWA, who can be present at the work place or not. 
For all work-related issues, it is the direct supervisor at the user company 
who is the proxy of the employer. As it was remarked by the workers in 
our interviews, most of the time the TWA plays a buffer role rather than 
solve an issue. Our expert interviewees also confirmed that TWAs typ-
ically do not challenge standards or practices at user companies, seeing 
their role solely as informing the workers honestly about the conditions 
they will find at work. 

We thus observed a crucial difference between the local (Hungarian) 
core workers and Ukrainian temp workers. In the case of Ukrainian temp 
workers, there was not only a higher level of dependency  on the employ-
ers, but also a more precarious employment arrangement. In addition, 
there was a language barrier; in practice, this was an obstacle in receiving 
full, up-to-date and timely information related to both contractual ob-
ligations, changes in arrangements, and work-related issues. Our cases 
indicated that in order to save costs not all employers provided transla-
tion services or translators at the workplace. Even in our small-scale re-
search among the workers in Jaszbereny, it was obvious that the workers 
employed at Electronic MNC 1 were provided less information at their 
work place than the workers employed at the same TWA but working at 
Electronic MNC 2.

This leads to two important general conclusions. One is that there can 
be a wide spectrum of combinations of practices used by different temp 
agencies (as direct employers) and user companies, in line, or less so, 
with legal requirements. Besides controlling health and safety conditions 
through the labour inspectorate, there seem to be very few mechanisms 
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of controlling the working conditions at the sites of labour. And since 
labour inspectorates have defined capacities, effective means of putting 
pressure on a user company are limited.

Two, access to information and clarification in a native language is 
crucial for smooth operation at a work place, and more. Ukrainian, 
non-Hungarian speaking workers, thus depend on intermediary transla-
tors. Outside the workplace, Ukrainians do not have information points 
or services. As we have stated before, official governmental websites with 
information on taxation and social security contributions are in principle 
available but not very user friendly, often containing different amounts of 
information in different languages and are simply unavailable in Russian 
or Ukrainian.  Finally, apart from their temp employers, workers from 
Ukraine had no institutional channel available to ask questions, raise is-
sues, let alone issue a complaint.

Our respondent from a temp agency highlighted the practice of timely 
and accurate communication with foreign TWAs in Hungary as a spe-
cific practice defining a good employer. In our fieldwork, while the right 
to information was present in our discussions, our respondents also re-
marked that it was not always clear who is in charge of this communi-
cation task. On the workers’ end, we know for sure that communication 
gaps were used at the work place to intimidate and belittle the workers.
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Recommendations

1. Non-Hungarian speaking Ukrainians and other third country na-
tional workers need to be informed and provided basic information 
about the basic features of Hungarian industrial relations (working 
time arrangements, wage levels, working condition requirements) 
and the rights and obligations of employees and employers. This can 
already happen during the visa application process, with such infor-
mation provided in the national languages by the Hungarian state at 
the Hungarian consulates.

2. Non-Hungarian speaking workers in Hungary need institutionalised 
translation services at the workplace. Providing translators and me-
diators in sufficient numbers at work and living sites should be a 
standard intrinsic to the obligation to inform the worker by the con-
tracting TWA and user companies. Availability of all information in 
leaflets/videos and signs at work and accommodation sites should 
be a part of an ongoing informing process, and not a onetime event 
limited to introductory routines. User companies are also obliged to 
meet safety and health standards for TAW and provide info, TWAs 
are obliged to do all the administrative work.

3. Foreign workers, especially non-Hungarian speaking nationals of 
non-EU countries, need to get legal assistance in their mother tongue 
and information on established institutions to turn to in case of la-
bour rights violations. Such institutions might include labour inspec-
torates, trade unions, but also legal help hot lines or information 
points with translators.

4. Special attention should be paid to the accommodation of 3rd coun-
try nationals. In particular, it should not reinforce the exclusion and 
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ghettoisation of foreign temp workers, as we see in cases where temp 
workers are settled in remote workers’ hotels, poorly connected to the 
towns.
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